Dear Steina,

I do hope you and Woody can make it to this meeting. Talking to people around the state - it seems that everyone is coming - it was apparent that we don't all think alike and that the first day of discussion will be very important.

Perhaps you are right about our being over careful about neutral ground. We've decided not to have a moderator but to moderate ourselves. As far as I'm concerned, I'm new to the business and am weak on media history. Consequently I'm looking forward to learning a lot from people like you who've been around a while. As a matter of fact I can't keep a low profile even if I wanted. Lucy replied to me that she and Bob Mayfer are coming so I'm identified with the thing anyway.

As far as I'm concerned I'm anxious that Carolee Schneier go to help media art - this means the artist
first. Places like The Kitchen are secondary to this although of course I feel we're an essential showcase for the work.

Anyway, I hope you come.

Love,

Mary